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Abstract—Cellular neural network (CNN) consisting of multilayer perceptrons (MLP) on each of its cells is called a cellular multilayer perceptron (CMLP). In this research, CMLP is used to develop a wide area monitor for a Smart Grid. The study is carried out in personal computer (PC) using MATLAB, a non real-time platform, as well as on a digital signal processor (DSP), a real-time platform. The non real-time results obtained by CMLP are also compared with that of an MLP. The study is unique in its implementation of a CMLP for given application, in its training approach and real-time implementation by interfacing the real-time digital simulator with the DSP. The results show scalability of the CMLP architecture for Smart Grid applications and the feasibility of its use in a real-time application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cellular neural networks (CNN) was introduced by Chua and Yang in 1988 [1]. It consists of individual units (cells) connected to each of its neighbors on a cellular structure. Each cell of the CNN is a computational unit. Most of the applications of this architecture of CNN are focused on pattern recognition [2], [3] and image processing [4], [5]. Another form of CNN that exists in literatures is the structure containing one or more forms of neural network (NN) architectures at each cell. Such CNN can be symmetric with each cell consisting of the same type and size of NN or asymmetric where different cells may consist of different types and sizes of neural networks. A CNN containing a multilayer perceptron (MLP) in each of its cells is called as cellular MLP (CMLP). CNN structure consisting of simultaneous recurrent neural networks (SRN) at each cell is called CSRN and is studied in [6]–[8]. In CNN, each cell is connected only to its adjacent cells. In CMLP and CSRN, the connection of different cells to each other is determined by the kind of application. In [9], each cell represents one bus and it is connected to other cells in the same way as the connection of the buses. In this study, CMLP has been used for speed deviation predictions of generators in a multimachine power system, where each cell represents a generator and connection of the cells is based on ‘nearest-

neighbors’ topology.

Implementation of different types of neural networks on hardware has been studied in literatures in the past [10]–[12]. Implementation of CNN on hardware has also been studied in literatures [13], [14]. In [15], graphics processing units (GPU) have been utilized as hardware platforms for parallelizing CNN operation. However, most of these studies are related to single unit based cell and implementation of structures with each cell representing a neural network remains to be explored. In this work, a CMLP has been implemented on a digital signal processor (DSP), trained and tested in real-time by interfacing with the real-time digital simulator (RTDS). Similar studies are also performed in non real-time using MATLAB. The results of the CMLP implemented on PC using MATLAB are compared with that of an MLP to show scalability. The remaining sections of the paper are arranged as follows: Smart Grid application of CMLP is described in Section II. Section III describes the proposed design of WAM using CNN. CNN training approach is described in Section IV. Results and discussions are presented in Section V and conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. SMART GRID APPLICATION OF CMLP

Stability of electric power system depends on proper functioning of various power system components. Since power system is a massively distributed network, wide area monitoring is essential to assess the current state of these components. Based on this assessment, related control action is taken on the power system components in order to keep the system in stability. Therefore, wide area monitoring and control system (WAMCS) is an integral part in transitioning from the traditional power system to a Smart Grid. However, wide area monitoring becomes challenging as the size of the electric power grid, and consequently the number of components to be monitored, grows.

Applications of wide area monitoring systems (WAMS) in power system for state estimation, disturbance identification and wide area PSS have been reported in literature [16], [17]. Various design aspects of WAMCS are studied in [18]. Unlike traditional methods of data acquisition and control, typically supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) methods that relied on remote terminal units (RTU) for data, WAMS utilize phasor measurement units (PMU) for collecting data from the power system on a faster time-scale.
and hence can be used to monitor transient and dynamic response of the system [16]. A substation based dynamic state estimator has been used as WAMS in [19] that provides abilities to predict instabilities before they occur. Although these various techniques are being used and developed for wide area monitoring, there are still major challenges in their use for control. These challenges are related to extracting dynamics of the system without knowing the system model, mining and interpreting huge amount of data available from monitoring devices and assessment of the overall dynamics of the system based on wide area information [16]. It is even bigger challenge to make reliable control decisions under real-time constraints.

Computational intelligence (CI) techniques have shown promises in the field of wide area monitoring and control [20]. Since neural networks (NN) can be used to represent the dynamics of the system by training on the historical data of the system without having to know its actual model, they have shown promises in predictive control applications. NNs have been successfully implemented as state predictors and neurocontrollers [21] in the areas of wide area monitoring and control. Simultaneous recurrent neural network (SRN) and echo state network (ESN) based wide area monitor (WAM) has been demonstrated to be quite effective in performing predictive neuroidentification of distributed power systems for the purposes of accurate control [21], [22]. Radial basis function networks have been used for wide area monitoring with an adaptive critic designs based control in [23]. However, these feed-forward and feedback neural network architectures do not scale up to handle the growing complexity of the Smart Grid for wide area monitoring and control. As the number of variables increases, the number of neurons in the NN increases and so does the computational complexity. Therefore, it becomes challenging for the NN training algorithms to correctly learn the non-linear system dynamics. In this study, CMLP implemented on a hardware platform is presented as a way to provide scalability in the development of a WAM for Smart Grid in a real-time platform.

III. DESIGN OF A CMLP BASED WAM

This study is carried out in three phases. Phase I refers to the implementation on a non real-time platform (Intel Core 2 CPU with 2 GB RAM running at 2.13 GHZ programmed using MATLAB) where a WAM is developed using a CMLP and compared with that using a multiple-inputs multiple-outputs (MIMO) MLP. Phases II and III refer to the implementation on a real-time platform (160 MHZ TMS320M6701 DSP programmed using C) where a WAM is developed using a CMLP on a DSP interfaced with the RTDS. In Phase I, the performance of CMLP is compared with an MLP. Fig. 1 shows the three phases of this study for CMLP implementation.

Test system used in the study is the two-area four-machine system shown in Fig. 2 [24]. It consists of four generators, two in each area. The WAM is developed to predict the speed deviations ($\Delta \omega$) of each generator in the system at time instant $k + 1$ based on speed deviations ($\Delta \omega$) and deviation of the reference voltage ($\Delta V_{ref}$) (shown in Fig. 3) of the generators at time instant $k$ as the inputs. The WAM is implemented using a CMLP. In WAM developed using a CMLP, each cell is used to predict the speed deviation of one generator in the power system. The cells are connected to each other based on ‘nearest-n neighbors’ topology, which means previous sample outputs of $n$ nearest neighbors of each cell are connected to the inputs of that cell. The “nearness” is defined as the electrical distance between the generators and is measured based on the length of the transmission lines separating the two generators. In this study, two nearest neighbors are considered for designing the CNN. For example in Fig. 2, two nearest neighbors of generator G1 are generators G2 and G4. This is represented in the CNN by connecting the outputs of the cells C2 and C4 to the inputs of the cell C1. Similarly for G4, two nearest neighbors are G2 and G3 and hence outputs of the cells C2 and C3 are connected to the inputs of the cell C4. This topology allows for the scalability of the CNN by keeping the size of the MLP in each cell to a minimum. The MLP in each cell consists of an input layer with four neurons, a hidden layer with six neurons and an output layer with a single neuron. The four inputs to the MLP in each cell consist of $\Delta V_{ref}(k)$ and $\Delta \omega(k)$ associated with the generator represented by the cell and $\Delta \omega(k)$ associated with the generators represented by the two nearest neighboring cells. The output of the CNN is $\Delta \omega(k + 1)$ of the generator associated with the cell, where $k$ is the sample index of the signal. This is explained in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 shows the implementation of the WAM using a three layered feed-forward MLP for predicting the speed deviations of the three generators in the two-area four-machine system. It consists of eight neurons in the input layer, 15 neurons in the hidden layer and four neurons in the output layer, one output representing the step-ahead predictions of speed deviation for each generator. The eight inputs to the network are the two inputs ($\Delta \omega, \Delta V_{ref}$) going into the WAM from each generator.

IV. CMLP TRAINING

Two types of training approaches are carried out depending on real-time or non-real-time studies. In non-real-time studies carried out in Phase I, the neural networks are trained online using backpropagation algorithm [25]. In this approach, weights of the neural network are updated after every sample is passed through the network. After all the samples are covered, this process is repeated for as many passes through the network as required to achieve better convergence, as explained in [25]. Values of various parameters involved in training are listed in Table I. The training data is collected from the test system designed on RSCAD and simulated on a Real-time Digital Simulator [26]. During the forced training, all of the generators are simultaneously perturbed using a pseudo-random binary signal (PRBS) (shown in Fig.
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Fig. 1. Three phases of the study.

Fig. 2. CNN based WAM for two-area four-machine system.

Fig. 3. Generator excitation system (showing application of PRBS and ΔV_{ref}).

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters used for training MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of passes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate (μ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum Gain (β)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each cell consists of four inputs viz. actual reference voltage applied to the generator \( \Delta V_{ref} \), actual speed deviation of the generator \( \Delta \omega(k) \) and the predicted speed deviations of the nearest two generators, \( \Delta \omega_{k1}(k) \) and \( \Delta \omega_{k2}(k) \). For every sample of the input data \( I_n(k) \), each cell produces a step-ahead predicted output \( O_n(k+1) \). Therefore, at any input data of size \( 1, 2, \ldots, k, \ldots, K \) discrete samples, and \( W_n \) and \( V_n \) be the input and output weight matrices respectively of the MLP in \( n^{th} \) cell, then the output of each cell is given by:

\[
O_n(k) = \Delta \omega_n(k) = f(I_n(k-1), W_n(k), V_n(k))
\]

Thus, \( I_n(k) = [\Delta V_{ref n}(k), \Delta \omega_n(k), \Delta \omega_{n1}(k), \Delta \omega_{n2}(k)] \) uses the predicted output of the previous sample in case of the neighboring cells \( n1 \) and \( n2 \). This helps the parallelization of the cell objects, as long as the calculation of each sample output is synchronized among the different cells. In MATLAB, this is achieved by training each cell sequentially.
The real-time study is carried out in two phases. In Phase II, the CMLP trained using MATLAB is implemented on the DSP and is used for predicting the speed deviation of the generators in the test system by interfacing with the RTDS. In Phase III, the CMLP implemented on a DSP is trained online similar to Phase I using similar parameters and approaches. The only difference in this phase is that the inputs are available in real-time and the CMLP sees each input only once as they arrive (a single pass through the network). This makes learning in CMLP carried out in Phase II a much harder problem than non-real-time online training carried out in Phase I.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Phase I

1) Test System: Two-area four-machine system consisting of four generators is considered as the test system for this
study. This is implemented by a CMLP consisting of four cells and is compared against a MIMO MLP. Training and testing data are obtained for different operating points. The training data is obtained for OP\(_1\). After the training is complete, it is tested on three operating points, OP\(_1\), OP\(_2\) and OP\(_3\). These operating points are different to each other in the amount of power transfer between the two areas. Testing data is also obtained for operating point OP\(_4\) by causing a 10-cycle 3-phase to ground fault on bus 8 of the test system during OP\(_1\) steady state conditions. Similarly, operating point OP\(_5\) is obtained by causing a line outage on one of the two transmission lines between the buses 7 and 8 in the test system. The different operating points and their properties are shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>FIVE OPERATING POINTS CONSIDERED IN THE STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load 1 (MW)</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load 2 (MW)</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{area1 \leftrightarrow area2}) (MW)</td>
<td>253.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{area1 \leftrightarrow area2}) (MVar)</td>
<td>22.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{G1}) (MW)</td>
<td>705.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{G1}) (MVar)</td>
<td>103.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{G2}) (MW)</td>
<td>705.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{G2}) (MVar)</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{G3}) (MW)</td>
<td>441.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{G3}) (MVar)</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P_{G4}) (MW)</td>
<td>705.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{G4}) (MVar)</td>
<td>169.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7 shows the convergence diagram for the four outputs of the MIMO MLP. Similar convergence diagram for the CMLP is shown in Fig. 8. These diagrams show how the mean squared error (MSE) between the actual and the predicted outputs decreases over multiple passes of the training data through the network. The testing outputs obtained from the CMLP for the five operating points are shown in Figs. 9 to 13. The comparison of absolute errors obtained using MLP and CMLP for OP\(_1\) to OP\(_5\) are shown in Figs. 14 to 18, respectively. The average and standard deviation of the mean absolute error (MAE) obtained by the two networks during testing on five operating points over 50 trials are shown in Table III.

B. Phase II

In this phase, the CMLP trained in Phase I using MATLAB is implemented on a DSP by initializing the trained weights. This network is then used to predict the outputs (speed deviation of the generators of the test system) generated by the power system simulated on the RTDS in real-time. The outputs of four cells of CMLP represent the speed deviations of four generators and are shown in Fig. 19. During the time when the CMLP on the DSP is predicting the outputs, operating points are varied by causing a 10-cycle 3-phase line to ground fault (OP\(_4\)) and transmission line outage on the system (OP\(_5\)). The predicted outputs of the CMLP compared
TABLE III

Comparison of MLP and CMLP for different operating points in Phase I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP1 Avg.</th>
<th>OP1 Std.</th>
<th>OP2 Avg.</th>
<th>OP2 Std.</th>
<th>OP3 Avg.</th>
<th>OP3 Std.</th>
<th>OP4 Avg.</th>
<th>OP4 Std.</th>
<th>OP5 Avg.</th>
<th>OP5 Std.</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>0.010533</td>
<td>0.000225</td>
<td>0.012927</td>
<td>0.005600</td>
<td>0.013716</td>
<td>0.000590</td>
<td>0.013171</td>
<td>0.000609</td>
<td>0.002383</td>
<td>0.000581</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>0.011064</td>
<td>0.000202</td>
<td>0.008843</td>
<td>0.003300</td>
<td>0.014253</td>
<td>0.000252</td>
<td>0.001850</td>
<td>0.000152</td>
<td>0.004535</td>
<td>0.000649</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3</td>
<td>0.012169</td>
<td>0.000491</td>
<td>0.014253</td>
<td>0.006380</td>
<td>0.014582</td>
<td>0.000145</td>
<td>0.006353</td>
<td>0.000638</td>
<td>0.004535</td>
<td>0.000358</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>0.010201</td>
<td>0.000499</td>
<td>0.014253</td>
<td>0.001045</td>
<td>0.013466</td>
<td>0.000521</td>
<td>0.005029</td>
<td>0.000122</td>
<td>0.011375</td>
<td>0.000590</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.013711</td>
<td>0.001045</td>
<td>0.013466</td>
<td>0.000521</td>
<td>0.005029</td>
<td>0.000122</td>
<td>0.011375</td>
<td>0.000590</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.009517</td>
<td>0.000431</td>
<td>0.015672</td>
<td>0.000227</td>
<td>0.013778</td>
<td>0.000737</td>
<td>0.006740</td>
<td>0.000467</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.013105</td>
<td>0.000431</td>
<td>0.015672</td>
<td>0.000227</td>
<td>0.013778</td>
<td>0.000737</td>
<td>0.006740</td>
<td>0.000467</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.010210</td>
<td>0.000431</td>
<td>0.015672</td>
<td>0.000227</td>
<td>0.013778</td>
<td>0.000737</td>
<td>0.006740</td>
<td>0.000467</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Testing output of CMLP for operating point II.

Fig. 12. Testing output of CMLP for operating point IV.

Fig. 11. Testing output of CMLP for operating point III.

Fig. 13. Testing output of CMLP for operating point V.
with the actual outputs for these tests are shown in Figs. 20 and Figs. 21.

C. Phase III

Phase III is a combination of the other two phases. In this phase, a CMLP is developed on a DSP using C programming language and is interfaced with the RTDS where the test system is simulated. The set up is similar to Phase I except that the inputs to the DSP in this study are fed in real-time from the output of the RTDS. The CMLP developed in DSP is trained in real-time to predict the speed deviations of the generators of the test system. The weights of the CMLP are continuously updated after each sample of the input is received and the whole training process and prediction is completed before the next sample arrives. The results shown in Fig. 22 show the outputs of the CMLP during the real-time online training.

D. Result Analysis

Learning in CNN is a challenging task because of their connectivity. Since the predicted output from one cell is used as input(s) to other neighboring cell(s), errors due to poor training and hence false predictions of the NN in one cell can ripple through all of the cells and deteriorate the performance of the CNN. On the other hand it is also arguable that the NNs get trained even better due to the connectivity because the errors propagate through the network and each cell is trained actively (through its own training) and passively (through the training of its neighbors) as training algorithm on each cell tries to minimize the error at its output. This way, knowledge of the actual dynamics of the system is preserved not only on the individual neural networks at each
cell, but also on the connectivity between the different cells of the CNN during training. Moreover, the advantage of CNN comes from its ability to scale up to a much larger system without significant impact on the performance. When the size of the network grows, the number of cells increases but the size of an MLP on each cell remains the same (as long as the nearest-n topology remains the same). For a CMLP with \( m \) cells with each cell having an MLP with \( N \) weights, the total number of weights in the network is \( mN \). This is in contrast to a MIMO MLP where the number of neurons in the hidden layer needs to be increased significantly in order to obtain a satisfactory performance when the number of inputs and outputs increases. This causes the number of weights in an MLP to increase drastically as the size of the network grows, thus increasing the computational complexity leading to poor training and testing results. However, training
of CMLP takes a long time if implemented sequentially on desktop PCs. Therefore, the second and third phase of the study were carried out on a dedicated hardware platform. Although the implementation was still sequential in C, the fast computations carried out in DSP allowed for the real-time implementation of the training and testing of CMLP up to four cells considered in the studies. However, as the number of cells increases in larger systems, the computation time also increases and can only be justified if implemented on a parallel hardware and/or software platforms such as general purpose GPU clusters, FPGAs or shared memory architectures.

The tabulated data also show that the performance of CMLP is better than that of MLP. The lower values of average MAE show better performance of CMLP over MLP and the lower values of standard deviation show its consistency in maintaining that performance. The ‘winner’ row in the table quantitatively expresses the results to show which NN architecture has better performance. The lower values of average MAE is given priority in deciding the winning architecture for each output. If the difference of average MAE is less than 5% of each other, then it is considered as a tie and hence the standard deviation is considered to be the tie-breaker. For the given test system, CMLP has better performance in four operating points for outputs G1, G2 and G3 and in all five operating points for output G4.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, CMLP is used as state predictor for implementing wide area monitor for a multi-machine power system. The different cells of the CMLP are connected to each other using ‘nearest-n neighbors’ topology so that the size of MLP in each cell is reduced. This ensures that the complexity of the network increases in linear proportion to the size of the network being implemented. Therefore, a CMLP becomes highly scalable. The study is carried out non real-time as well as real-time platforms. Results obtained from these different studies are presented and are shown to be comparable to or better than implementation of WAM using a single MIMO MLP structure in terms of performance as well as number of weights. Real-time training and implementation of CMLP is a challenging problem and this study has shown some light in this area. However, much study remains to be done in the area including implementation of the studied approaches in a larger system as well as on a parallel hardware/software platforms. Advanced learning techniques for real-time CMLP training and performance enhancement in larger system using parallel hardware platforms will be the future work in this direction.
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